Michael Shaw Lectures on Globalism vs. America

By Mike & Tonja Dausend

Have you heard the terms “Sustainable Development”, “Visioning” or “Livable Communities”? Know people who are seeking “Consensus”, “Common Good”, or “Historic Preservation”? Have you read a politician talk about “Stakeholders”, “Regional” or “Traffic Calming”? Have you watched TV and heard environmentalists promoting “Endangered Species”, “Watershed”, or “Best Practices”? These warm and fuzzy sounding terms stem from a globalist view of society. A view articulated by the United Nations in a document called “Agenda 21 the Agenda for the 21st Century”.

Michael Shaw, of Freedom Advocates, spoke recently at a seminar in Amador County and explained how this insidious agenda is being incorporated into our local communities. He also points out that cooperation with the U.N. is not necessary in order to help implement a way of life contrary to the Liberties Americans hold so dear.

Those warm and fuzzy sounding words have been used in numerous local community planning meetings, public comment workshops, and meetings of the Board of Supervisors. They are even used in advertisements of local companies.

Michael Shaw explained that Agenda 21 is a document that outlines the implementation of Sustainable Development, which is a comprehensive plan to restructure society.

The Globalists want to replace the American philosophy of Individual Rights with a philosophy of Community Rights. The American Judicial system that is supposed to protect individual rights is based on the principle of freedom called “equal justice”. Community rights operate with the philosophy of “social justice”, which can be defined as; law formulated to obtain government’s social objectives at the expense of Individual Liberty.

The Sustainable Development agenda is based on the principle that the collective good is more important than individual rights. This is in direct opposition to the principle of equal justice. Equal Justice is the wonder within mankind’s greatest achievement – the Declaration of Independence.

Recognition of unalienable rights in the United States will be eliminated through implementation of Agenda 21’s principles. Among these principles are two land use programs, Smart Growth and the Wildlands Network. Smart Growth seeks to “urbanize” society into dense urban centers with highly regulated rural activities.

Agenda 21 was written for and disseminated at the Rio de Janeiro U.N. Earth Summit, where President George H. W. Bush signed the agreement in 1992. The last 4 presidents have implemented Agenda 21 during their administrations. Sustainable Development policy is now pursued in every county in the country!

Supporters of Agenda 21 use a mantra illustrated by the “Three E” pattern. They may also sound eerily familiar:

1. **Equity** – Use sociology and the law to re-engineer humanity.
The greatest threat posed by Agenda 21 Sustainable Development is that they have a “Global to Local ‘Action Plan’”.

The strategy they use is to ‘think globally and act locally’. It has been surprisingly effective!

Michael Shaw demonstrates this is not a left verses right fight, but that both sides of the contrived political spectrum contribute to the globalist action plan. For example, in 2004, Governor Schwarzenegger created the Sierra Nevada Conservancy, that will reduce the control local citizens have over their communities land use policies and ultimately individual rights.

This is why the defense of America begins in your neighborhood, hometown and the broader local community.

The first step begins with understanding the globalist agenda and their ever changing “warm fuzzy” terms. The video of this lecture will help you to learn the details behind “sustainable development”. (The video is available on-line at calaverastaxpayers.org and goldcountrypatriots.com.)

The next step is to recognize Liberty. Liberty is based on natural law, articulated in the Declaration of Independence, and is supposed to be protected by the Constitution. Learn when your local government is using tools like visioning, consensus, and the common good, to reduce your unalienable rights. Michael Shaw goes through an excellent comparison of Individual Rights verses Community Rights.

Lastly, become active in your community. Attend local government meetings. (Planning Commission, City Council, Water and other Special Districts and your county’s Board of Supervisors.) Join with local groups who are working to remove Sustainable Development Policies from local governments. Write letters to the editor. Educate your friends, family and neighbors of the assault on Liberty that comes from implementing Sustainable Development.

Then we can think globally, and act locally.

Michael Shaw writes: The outcome of this second war for independence can only be won by understanding the nature of the infiltration we are experiencing. Guns will not win this war. Knowledge, commitment and engagement will. If we can’t win that kind of war we cannot expect, nor will we, nor our descendants, be – free.

~~

The entire video is available on-line in eight parts.

You can find them at:

http://www.youtube.com/user/goldcountrypatriots